Law Enforcement Accessory Kits
Helicopter Operators

Lower Cost, Enhanced Reliability
Work smarter with Soloy
A Soloy line of airframe enhancements to make Law Enforcement helicopter operations safer, effective and efficient.

Helicopter

Bell 206L Window Kit
The Soloy Vista View Window kit for the Bell 206DC-1000-1V, 206L, 206L1, 206L3, and 206L4 series.
- Increased area enhances visibility
- Perfect for Surveillance Operations
- Safer helicopter operation
- Kit includes 3 new passenger cabin doors and one right hand panel modification

Portable Heliport
Rugged free-standing transportable landing pad for safe Rural operations.
- No external support required – self contained
- Easy sling load to set up location
- Patented telescoping legs quickly adjust to terrain and lock into position
- Large area ball jointed foot pads for steep slopes or soft areas
- Light weight, designed for strength
- Durable and weather resistant

Soloy Aviation Solutions brings revolutionary enhancements to many of the hardest working aircraft in the world. Our success is the result of idea-driven engineering, precision manufacturing, and a relentless focus on safety.
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